This paper deals with the description of USSL -Universal Style Sheet Language environment. USSL style sheet language is platform-independent and its primary focus is the declarative notation of the appearance of GUI libraries used by imperative programming languages. The implementation of the so ware support for wxWidgets library is made, because this library has no support for the separate declarative notation of the appearance via style sheet language. The separation of the appearance enables us to reuse and standardize the appearance notation and the independent development of the appearance. In this way it is possible to achieve consistent appearance of applications of specifi c set or even all of company so ware products. However, the fi rst proposal of the USSL has several disadvantages which restrict the possibilities for practical use in business or other environment. These disadvantages are: the lack of @import rule for importing other style sheets, USSL only supports basic set of selectors compared with selectors of other style sheet languages for desktop environment such as Qt QSS and GTK+ GtkCssProvider, the lack of styling of the cursors, it is impossible to put down URL. The placement of widgets and its borders are not solved either. This paper contains suggestions for solving these issues.
INTRODUCTION
The separation of appearance and presentation interface of GUI enables us to recycle appearance, to standardize the notation and independent development of appearance. It is possible for example in so ware development to achieve consistent appearance of applications of one group, or even all of company's products -from specialized applications to for example to offi ce suite so ware.
It is also possible changing the goal platform -GUI library -to approach the original appearance, because the appearance is written down separately in multi-platform language. If the style sheet contains platform-dependent properties, the additional changes are required.
USSL style sheet language is platformindependent, although it is possible to write down specifi c properties for specifi c platforms, its primary focus is to write down appearance for GUI libraries used by imperative programming languages in declarative manner. Application to wxWidgets library is made, because this library has no support for declarative notation of the appearance using style sheet language, and design of this style sheet language is also inspired by Qt QSS and GtkCssProvider, which are style sheet languages for specifi c libraries, and other similar projects and possibilities of appearance notation of chosen libraries, which don't support separate declarative notation of appearance.
The list of issues of fi rst design is described by Brázdil (2012a) 
• the @import rule for importing other style sheets, • the property, state and sub-control selectors, • the cursors styling using properties for specifi c libraries, • the URL notation,
• the inheritance in the value propagation mechanism. The paper also introduces the original design of language and suggests the solution of issues.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The design of language for appearance notation must accomplish these requirements: 1) It supports appearance notation for multiple libraries for GUI creation, and also covers the possibility of defi ning the platform-specifi c properties, 2) it is human readable, 3) its syntax is based on an existing language, 4) it has similar possibilities of selection elements like CSS selectors. Based on discussion on these requirements, the syntax of CSS language was chosen. XML language syntax was abandoned because of its lesser readability, CSS syntax was found good readable according to Khedker (1997) , who also analyzes the readability of programming languages. Lie (2005) states that a style sheet language has six required components: 1) syntax, 2) selectors, 3) properties, 4) values and units, 5) value propagation mechanism, 6) formatting model.
The item 1) -the syntax is based on CSS, but this language, as mentioned by Brázdil (2010) , has its own disadvantages:
• it is not possible to address parent elements, • it cannot evaluate expressions, • does not provide notation of constants nor variables.
To solve the two last disadvantages, it was proposed to use the enhanced syntax of the Sass 1 Language. The original design does not include the @import rule for importing other style sheets.
The support of the item 2) -selectors -is solved with the intersection of supported selectors of QSS 2 and GtkCssProvider 3 . These are universal, type, class, ID, child and descendant selectors.
The properties -item 3) -the notation of their names comes through the following normalization as it is mentioned by Brázdil (2012a) Also there is support for notation for specifi c properties for certain libraries using the x-prefi x.
The item 4), the notation of values and units, is solved as follows: it is possible to notate both the integer number and decimal number, values of properties are normalized as it was mentioned above, the notation of logical values is realized by using the keywords true and false. The font is possible to notate using full or shorthand notation, the notation of cursor properties hasn't been supported yet.
The color notation is possible using the following alternatives, see Brázdil (2012a) :
• (…) in the RGB model using six hexadecimal digits, (#ffff00), • rgb(r, g, b) and rgba(r, g, b, a) notation, • symbolic color notation using names (…).
Only pt units are supported, comment is the same as in CSS, i. e. multiline comment delimited with /* and */, URL notation is not supported. The notation of variables and expressions comes from Sass language, see Sass Documentation (2012) .
The value propagation mechanism is realized via default values and cascading, the addition of properties inheritance is planned in the future. Visual formatting model is supported, display is dependent on the goal platform.
The implementation of tools for handling this language for wxWidgets library is made. The implementation is described in Brázdil (2012a) in detail.
The fi rst solution comes from enhancing wxWidgets classes. In C++ programming language a simplifi ed lexical and syntactical analyzer of CSSlike language is implemented, the class which handles the functionality of cascading, the class for data types conversion to specifi c wxWidgets data types and enhanced wxWidgets classes. The enhanced classes are created as follows: for every widget class, which will have the support of reading declarative notation of appearance, the new class is created with this ability. The conversion class is required because it enables us to enhance the solution that can support other platforms in the future, e. g. create conversion fi lter, which converts the USSL style sheet to GtkCssProvider or QSS style sheet. The suggestion of such conversion is described in Brázdil (2012b) .
The second solution uses XML fi les with appearance specifi cation. wxWidgets uses XRC format, GTK+ and Qt libraries use similar formats. The appearance and the structure of the GUI are specifi ed in the XML fi le, it is possible to edit this fi le end rewrite properties, which are responsible for appearance, by others, which are loaded from external style sheet. The original implementation supports only the adjustment of XRC format for wxWidgets.
These solutions have several implementation issues: lack of inheritance, lack of selectors class, child and descendant, only pt unit of font size is supported, type selector acts like class selector, incomplete support of color notation and at last this style sheet language is not fully compatible with Sass language, or more precisely it's SCSS syntax variant.
The issues solution is suggested as follows:
The @import rule can be simply added to the solution and implemented the resolution of rule's confl icts.
The solution of styling of the cursor in the wxWidgets and other libraries is connected with the notation URI 4 , eventually URL
5
. In CSS the syntax of the notation of URI according to BOS (2011) is following: The format of a URI value is 'url(' followed by optional white space followed by an optional single quote (') or double quote (") character followed by the URI itself, followed by an optional single quote (') or double quote (") character followed by optional white space followed by ')'. The two quote characters must be the same.
BOS (2011) also mentions the following example:
The support of inheritance of properties is a problem of implementation, it is connected to support of type, class, descendant and child selectors. Other selectors, which are not mentioned in the original design are property, state and subcontrols selectors.
It is possible to think about an addition of the state selector to the existing set of supported selectors, e. g. by calling the function bool IsFrozen () const of class wxWindow it is possible to fi nd out the state of the widget, the example on state selector rewritten to style sheet language:
wxWindow:isFrozen { background-color: rgb(255, 0, 0); } The property selector is used e. g. in QSS and CSS, in QSS, it is related to a specifi c system of properties of Qt widgets. In wxWidget it would be necessary to implement such a system, or use the same mechanism as in the state selector, whereas it would be necessary to distinguish between the state of the widget and its properties, e. g. by calling of the function bool HasScrollbar (int orient) const of wxWidnow class is possible to fi nd out if the window contains scrollbar with a certain orientation. The example rewritten to style sheet language follows: The selectors of properties and states can be joined together and it is possible to syntactically use only the state selector, which is better from the universal usage point of view.
wxWindow:hasHScrollbar { backgroundcolor: rgb(255, 0, 0); } By using the selector of sub-controls it is possible to defi ne a style only for a predefi ned part of the widget. The example for this is the button on the fi rst page in the object of wxNotebook class:
wxNotebook::fi rst-page wxButton { x-wxwidgets-window-style: no-border; } What was not part of the original design, was the setting of the placement and the size of the widgets and their borders. Bos (2011) states that the CSS box model describes the rectangular boxes that are generated for elements in the document tree and laid out according to the visual formatting model. (…) Each box has a content area (e.g., text, an image, etc.) and optional surrounding padding, border, and margin areas; the size of each area is specifi ed by properties defi ned below.
The terminology is illustrated in Fig. 1 : Box model. The meaning of abbreviations in the picture is following: the fi rst letter stands for top, right, bottom, and le and the second letter is for padding, border, and margin.
wxWidgets library enables the display of single, double, raised, sunken suitable for static controls, themed or no borders around the widget. Some types are supported only on the certain platforms, see Smart (2012) .
On the contrary, the Qt library supports the appearance notation using CSS-like language -QSS. According to Qt Project Hosting (2011) , it is possible to use border, margin and padding properties in certain widgets. Similar possibilities are available within declarative notation of appearance within GTK+ library, The GNOME Project (2012) contains complete GtkCssProvider documentation.
It is possible to add support for the border property to wxWidgets, other properties -margin and padding -are discussed bellow.
When we refer to the size of a window, we normally include the outer dimensions, including decorations such as the border and title bar. When we refer to the size of the client area of a window, we mean the area inside the window that can be drawn upon or into which child windows may be placed. A frame's client area excludes any space taken by the menu bar, status bar, and toolbar. (…) The coordinate system always has (0, 0) at the tople corner, and window dimensions are in pixels (Smart, 2006) .
Applied to the position and size of the widget, it is necessary to distinguish between an absolute and a relative position and using so-called layout manager.
The absolute positioning of the widgets within some container (window) appears not very well, if the user changes the size of the container. Furthermore, like Smart, (2006) mentions (…) unlike with print layout, an application's windows must o en dynamically adapt to changes in size, font preferences, and even language. For platformindependent programming, the layout must also take into account the diff erent sizes of individual controls from one platform to the next.
In the wxWidgets library it is possible to use absolute positioning of the widgets or to use socalled sizers.
The absolute positioning of the widget can be written down like this:
#button { x: 20; y: 30; } In the C++ programming language the notation is as follows:
wxT("&Nový záznam"), wxPoint(20, 30)); By using sizers in the process of positioning the particular descendant of wxSizer class is chosen -wxBoxSizer, wxStaticBoxSizer, wxGridSizer wxFlexGridSizer or wxGridBagSizer.
The layout algorithm used by sizers in wxWidgets is closely related to layout systems in other GUI toolkits, such as Java's AWT, the GTK+ toolkit, or the Qt toolkit. It is based upon the idea of individual windows reporting their minimal required size and their ability to be stretched if the size of the parent window has changed. This will most o en mean that the programmer does not set the initial size of a dialog; instead, the dialog will be assigned a sizer, which will be queried about the recommended size (Smart, 2006) .
The following example defi nes at fi rst the orientation of the boxSizer object of wxBoxSizer class and then the setting of the style of button object, which is located within the boxSizer sizer: #boxSizer { orientation: vertical; } #boxSizer > #button { x-wxwidgetswindow-style: bu-right, no-border;} It is possible to specify for the wxSizer class the minimal size of sizer, the minimal size of the item and the size of the borders.
In the process of implementing a computer application, it depends on the programmer if he chooses absolute positioning or layout management with the use of the sizers.
It is possible to use specifi c notation for the wxWidgets platform, the example, which is mentioned above can be rewritten as follows:
#boxSizer { x-wxwidgets-orient: vertical; } #boxSizer > #button { x-wxwidgetswindow-style: bu-right, no-border;} In the original solution, which is implemented in C++ programming language, it is not possible to use it because the orientation of wxBoxSizer class sizer is set in the constructor, see Smart (2012) . The support is possible by using XRC fi les, but it is worth mentioning that the programmer doesn't have to use XRC fi les. The solution of this issue is to use the adjustment of C++ source fi les right before the compilation, by this it is possible to create the support not only for wxWidgets, but also for other libraries.
The example of notation for Qt library follows:
As it is clear from the above example, it is possible to create a list of properties for frequently used layout managers and notate them by a universal notation:
#boxLayout { orientation: vertical; }
The support for other libraries, as it has already been mentioned, can possibly be solved by other ways if libraries support them:
• by the conversion of USSL style sheet to specifi c declarative format of notation, see Brázdil (2012b) , • by editing the XML fi les, where the structure and the appearance of the GUI are specifi ed, • by using refl ection mechanism.
In the current state of the project it is not possible to deal with absolute positioning and editing of positioning with sizers. The mentioned issues can be solved by editing the source codes before compilation. As it was mentioned above, the creation of the layout of the widgets within the program window diff ers from layout of document page before printing, it is worth thinking about the fact if the creation of hierarchy and layout of the widgets is rather part of creation of GUI structure.
RESULTS
The grammars for lexical and syntax analyzers for enhancements mentioned in this paper for the USSL language were created. During this process the tool called Desátomat 6 was used for creating and editing the grammars.
The solution, which uses the wxWidgets widgets appearance information enrichment of the XRC fi les, described in Brázdil (2012a) was enhanced. Same as in the original solution, it is possible to use the script written in Python programming language 7 -the module for working with CSS language is used -cssutils 8 and xml.dom module from working with XRC fi les. The USSL style sheet language has same syntax as CSS and the XRC is a XML language, thus it is not necessary to write own modules, which can work with the USSL and XRC format. For using some enhancements of the language it is possible, like in the original solution, to use the pyScss 9 module from Python programming language.
The solution supports: • Optional import of the style sheets, which are referenced from the main style sheet using @ import rule, • URL, • more properties (bitmap, orientation, pos, icon, …) and classes (wxBoxSizer, wxStaticBoxSizer, …), • state, sub-control, child and descendant selectors, • in connection with the possibility of position of widgets, the support for properties orient, size, border a pos was added from sizers, which supports them. The solution has no support for either inheritance or for cursor styling. The cursor styling is not supported even in XRC, the type selector still acts like class selector.
The solution was tested on the same application, which has got the original solution, also the other XRC fi les were used. It was taken into consideration if the valid XRC was created and if the properties from USSL style sheet have eff ect on XRC fi le.
DISCUSSION
This paper contains the introduction to the language for declarative notation of appearance, which is described in Brázdil (2012a) in detail and its goal is to design a solution of issues of this language. The future work is rather in the implementation area -complex implementation of the solution described in this paper for enhancement of wxWidgets classes, solving issues of solution that uses modifi cation of XRC fi les and usability testing on platforms other than wxWidgets, complete rewrite of the solution, so that it can be a part of a future release of wxWidgets library and implementation of useful tools for other platforms -mainly for Qt a GTK+ libraries and their declarative notation of appearance.
SUMMARY
This paper dealt with the description of USSL -Universal Style Sheet Language environment. However, the fi rst proposal of the USSL has several disadvantages. This paper contains suggestions for solving these issues. The grammars for lexical and syntax analyzers for enhancements mentioned in this paper for the USSL language were created. The solution, which uses the wxWidgets widgets appearance information enrichment of the XRC fi les, was enhanced. The USSL style sheet language has same syntax as CSS and the XRC is a XML language, thus it is not necessary to write own modules, which can work with the USSL and XRC format. The solution described in this paper supports optional import of the style sheets, which are referenced from the main style sheet using @import rule, URL, more properties (bitmap, orientation, pos, icon, …) and classes (wxBoxSizer, wxStaticBoxSizer, …), state, sub-control, child and descendant selectors, in connection with the possibility of position of widgets, the support for properties orient, size, border a pos was added from sizers, which supports them. However, the solution has no support for either inheritance or for cursor styling, the type selector still acts like class selector. The future work is rather in the implementation area -complex implementation of the solution described in this paper for enhancement of wxWidgets classes, solving issues of solution that uses modifi cation of XRC fi les and usability testing on platforms other than wxWidgets, complete rewrite of the solution, so that it can be a part of a future release of wxWidgets library and implementation of useful tools for other platforms -mainly for Qt a GTK+ libraries and their declarative notation of appearance.
